
Vocabulary

Topic Checkers:
Living things and their 

habitats science review!LivIng things and their 

habitats Science Review!
Write down what you know about these living things.

amphibian mammal

Match the living thing to its lifecycle.

bird External fertilisation - egg - pupa - chrysalis - imago - adult

insect Internal fertilisation - internal development - live birth  
- infant - adolescent - adult

mammal Internal fertiliation - egg - chick - fledgling - adult

reptile



Vocabulary Match the word to its definition.

germination Seeds from the plant are carried far away by wind  
or animals so that the seed has space to grow.

pollination When a plant begins to make seeds.

seed dispersal When the seed starts to grow.

seed
production

When the wind or an insect takes pollen from  
one plant to another.

metamorphosis larvae

Write a description of these words:

Understand Place ticks in the boxes to make each row correct.

Animal 
group Vertebrate Lays eggs Warm 

blooded
Produces 

milk

amphibian

birds

insects

mammal

reptile



These images show the lifecycle of a frog.  
Number each picture to place them in order.

tadpole eggs

frog tadpole with  
arms and legs

froglet embryo

Understand Place ticks in the boxes to make each row correct.

True False

All living things need to reproduce.

When micro organisms like bacteria 
reproduce, they create exact copies.

The only way to grow a new plant is 
from a seed.

Plants can reproduce sexually and 
asexually.

True or False?

These images show the lifecycle of a bird.  
Number each picture to place them in order.

embryo egg

adult chick



Explain

Which of these living things is the odd 
one out? Explain your answer.

Which of these living things is the 
odd one out? Explain your answer.

Understand These images show the lifecycle of a tomato.  
Number each picture to place it in order.

fruit seed

mature 
plant

young plant

flower



Label these parts of the plant. 

Stigma  style   ovary  petal   sepal   ovule   stamen  anther  filament 

Some plants reproduce asexually. What does this mean?Explain



What is one disadvantage of laying eggs 
instead of giving birth to live young?

What is one advantage of laying eggs 
instead of giving birth to live young?

Living  
thing

Similarities 
between  

lifecycles

Differences 
between  

lifecycles
Living  
thing

Look at the images at the ends of each row. Fill in the boxes between  
them to make comparisons between their lifecycles.



Prediction Scientists have noticed that the 
number of bees in the world is 
declining. Why are they worried  
about this?

When a tadpole changes into 
a frog its gills transform into 
lungs. What difference will  
this make to the amphibian?

What happened?
Frogs lay hundreds of eggs at a time.  
Why do they need to do this?

Kevin has collected a chicken egg from the farm. The egg does not hatch. 
Why might this be?


